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Singletrailer 
Maximum safety and comfort

the Singletrailer is the ideal trailer for all 
bikers who want to enjoy the mountains 
together with their families. With the Single-
trailer real mountain bike tours are possible, 
even across the roughest terrain: the child 
sits, gently sprung and cushioned (spring 
travel 200 mm), in a chassis produced 

from extra-light but highly durable CrMo 
steel with a roll bar. the five-point seat 
 belt ensures additional safety. the Single-
trailer is just 45 cm wide – and therefore 
narrower than your mountain bike – and 
weighs only 9.5 kg.

«The innovative single tracked trailer is 

basically the only alternative for those 

parents who want to go mountain bik-

ing or touring with their kids. The riding 

dynamics of the Singletrailer is outstand-

ing and vastly superior of conventional 

trailers. Instead of tilting to the left in fast 

right turns (and vice versa), it easily tilts 

into the curve with the front bicycle.» 

Fahrrad news 3/15

«Very impressive trailer, works extremely well 

– the kids loved it :-) »

«I’ve used trailer bikes with seat post pivots that have 

behaved quite strangely, but the Singletrailer is very 

predictable – I think the weight distribution helps, 

and the actual pivot is really good, there’s no slop 

in it at all. The suspension makes a big difference 

too. The big stand is excellent, makes loading and 

unloading very easy.» 

CtC Cycle Magazine, UK 7/13

«Those who believe the birth of his child 

would be the end of regular mountain 

bike tours, is fortunately wrong. Thanks 

to the all-terrain trailer from tout terrain it 

is possible to allow the kids to also enjoy 

the single trail experience. With 200 mm 

of travel the trailer provides a neat reserve 

to master even challenging terrain well.» 

enduro MtB Magazin 11/13



For children from 3 months 
(with baby carrier) to approx. 
5 years (max. 25 kg)

Spring travel 160 or 
200 mm (adjustable)

Compatible with 
29” bikes

Stable and crash-proof 
frame with roll bar from 
CrMo tube

Simple handling due to 
the low overall weight of 
just 9.5 kg

Three different  
cover options from 
high quality Cordura

Five-point safety 
belt with padding

High quality, comfortable 
seat from robust Cordura 
filled with PU foam prevents 
the child from becoming 
chilly or overheating

High quality 
CNC-produced joint 
with ball-bearing 
for connection to 
towing bike

Extremely low rolling  
resistance due to single 
tracked design

Lateral forces have   
hardly any effect on your 
child in the corners thanks  
to corner banking



Compact stowable

Bags

iSUrO pillow

Mudguard
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